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NEW EXPERIENCES IN THE FRENCH ALPS THIS WINTER

OPENING CHRISTMAS 2019: AMAYA RESIDENCE **** IN LES SAISIES (French Alps)
INSPIRED BY THE GREAT WHITE NORTH
From the Latin ‘Amatus’, which means ‘beloved’, the Amaya Residence is aptly named! Located in the heart of Beaufortain
(Haute-Savoie), the most striking area in France, the new residence has an out-of-this-world décor and is the perfect place for a
relaxing getaway set in a Northern Canadian atmosphere! Escape and focus on your wellbeing in the Spa Montagnes du Monde®,
which includes a 1,000m2 wellness centre. Welcome to the MGM Hôtels & Résidences new high-end hideaway.

MGM is known for its attention to detail. This is clear when you see the work that has gone into the 44 apartments (2 to 5-room
duplexes ranging from 50m2 to 120m2) and the living spaces in the new Amaya Residence. These spaces have an elegant and
cosy atmosphere with shimmering shades and high-quality materials with a strong wood-inspired look.Each space is unique,
highlighting MGM’s key core values: individuality and authenticity.

A MOUNTAIN OF SERVICES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spa Montagnes du Monde® with Pure Altitude
treatments®
1,000 m2 wellness space (heated pool, hammam,
sauna, spa bath, Nordic bath, etc.)
Bar Lounge
Lounge with a central fireplace
Ski launch station to access the slopes
Included services (concierge service, ski room, luggage
storage, parking, newspapers, Wi-fi, children’s area)
Additional services (ski equipment rental and delivery,
shopping delivery, personal chef, caterer, etc.)

YOUR STAY : AN AUTHENTIC CHRITMAS BY MGM
It’s hard to imagine a more authentic getaway than a stay in the
mountains for Christmas or New Year’s Day! Enjoy 192km of slopes
in the Espace Diamant area and a number of activities in Les Saisies
whilst staying in one of the Amaya Residence’s 75m2 apartments,
which includes free access to the 1,000m2 wellness centre. Merry
Christmas indeed!
Our highlight: a Christmas tree in your apartment when you arrive
(optional)

Prices: from €2,335 for a 3-room Prestige apartment based on
6 people for 8 days/7nights during the 2019 Christmas Holidays.
Contact: MGM Hôtels & Résidences, 00 33 (0)4 50 272 272 or
mgm-hotels-residences.com

“We were inspired by the red, yellow and orange fabrics used in Canadian shirts. The iconography that can be seen in the iconic
Canadian animals (reindeer, polar bears, buffalo, etc.), the flora presented in the herbarium in the lobby, snow sports, the faces
of Inuit children and Canadian hospitality also plays an important role and acts a huge source of inspiration.”
Jean-Louis Mayer, Interior Designer at the Amaya Residence

*classement en cours
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FAMILY HOLIDAYS

CHALETS ÉLÉNA**** - LES HOUCHES (HauteSavoie, French Alps)
Let MGM take care of you so you can end your holidays in total
relaxation. Located at the foot of Mont Blanc, come and enjoy a
week of skiing and relaxation with your family. With direct access to
the slopes and a dedicated space for children’s entertainment, the
Chalets Éléna residence is the ideal hideaway for families. MGM
have thought of everything so you can enjoy a high-end family
getaway with a play area, toys, interactive tablet, puzzles, board
games, colouring, books, comic books, splash pool, children’s pool,
heated pool, kit for babies, etc. They’ve even taken care of your
ski passes!
Prices: from €3,567 for 8 days/7 nights for 2 adults and 2 children (aged 5
and above) in a 3-bedroom apartment + 4 6-day ski passes (2 adults and
2 children) included. Free for children under 5.
Contact: MGM Hôtels & Résidences, 00 33 (0)4 50 272 272 or mgm-hotelsresidences.com

HIGH-ALTITUDE ZEN GETAWAY FOR COUPLES
HÔTEL & SPA ALEXANE**** - SAMOËNS (Haute-Savoie, French
Alps)
This winter, enjoy a relaxing short stay at the Alexane Hotel & SPA****, located in the heart of the
authentic village of Samoëns and surrounded by 265km of Grand Massif slopes in Haute-Savoie.
With a comfortable, cosy and warm atmosphere, the 50m2 suites are relaxing hideaways. Treat
yourself to a moment of pure relaxation with a daily visit to the hotel’s Spa Montagnes du
Monde® for a treatment. How about an Athlete’s Ritual for him (50-minute muscle preparation
massage + 80-minute energetic massage + 50-minute Andean hot stone massage for recovery)
and a Zen Altitude Ritual for her (50-minute facial treatment + 50-minute body treatment +
50-minute Pure Altitude® body massage). Find your zen at MGM!
Prices: from €1,734 for 4 days/3 nights for 2 people in a Comfort suite with 2 3-day rituals in the Spa
Montagnes du Monde®.
Contact: MGM Hôtels & Résidences, 00 33 (0)4 50 272 272 or mgm-hotels-residences.com

EARLY BOOKING: UP TO 10% OFF
Don’t miss this great deal! If you book a stay in an MGM Hôtels & Résidences hotel or residence
before 31/10/19, even if it’s over the school holidays, you will get a discount of up to 10%.

“It’s our MGM Hôtels et Résidences teams’ expertise and knowledge across all of the group’s locations that allow them to
advise our guests and organise exceptional getaways for them.”
Muriel Ambrosino, Commercial and Operations Director at MGM Hôtels & Résidences.
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